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The Climbing World Cup returns to Villars for the second time on 7 and 8 July, with the town hosting
the Lead and Speed disciplines. The IFSC-organised competition takes place outside on an artificial
structure, against a magnificent Alpine backdrop. Entre-Prises is providing the two Lead and Speed
walls.
The Lead competition will be the first of the 2017 World Cup stages. Tensions will be running high for the
climbers, all determined to show their motivation and form for the next stages. The Villars World Cup Speed
competition will be the second stage.
Following on from the Qualification rounds on Friday 7 July, Saturday night’s Finals are sure to make a
stunning spectacle!
Entre-Prises, an active partner in competitions!
For the second year running, the competition walls will be provided by Entre-Prises (EP):
- Lead wall with wooden macro volumes
- 15m-high Speed wall
Temporary, modular Lead wall
Key features:
Quick to install, including the primary structure: 2.5 days (no scaffolding required)
Storage: Three 12m containers
Entre-Prises Mozaïk technology
4 giant macro volumes create featuring on the wall and a host of options for route setting
Height: 15m
Surface area: 209m2
Maximum overhang: 8m
Speed wall
Key features:
Quick to install, including the primary structure: 1.5 days (no scaffolding required)
Storage: Three 12m containers
Entre-Prises Mozaïk technology
Height: 15m
Width 3m
Total surface area: 46m2
A must-see stand in the exhibitor village!
Monkey Space recently won the OutDoor Industry Award in the “Concepts and Services” category, and the
French OutDoor Award at the Outdoor Show in Friedrichshafen, Germany. Visitors will be able to explore a
module of this brand new training structure, and find out how this innovation works.
Find out more at:
http://www.ifsc-climbing.org
http://www.villars-diablerets.ch

SPECIFIC INFORMATION

ENTRE-PRISES, OFFICIAL MANUFACTURER OF IFSC-CERTIFIED SPEED WALLS - UNIQUE IN EUROPE
Structures used in official world record speed competitions are regulated by the IFSC. Walls must be
constructed and/or certified by an official speed wall manufacturer, then declared to the IFSC to obtain
certification, which is valid for 4 years. Before every event, the wall with its timing system and speed holds has
to be approved by an IFSC representative.
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ABOUT ENTRE-PRISES:
http://www.entre-prises.com
Entre-Prises (EP) is part of the ABEO Group and a pioneer in the climbing structure industry, designing,
manufacturing and installing bespoke solutions to develop the sport of climbing throughout the world.
From teaching walls to complex structures for international competitions, EP solutions are suitable for climbers
of all standards.
EP acts as a true local partner: the “à la carte” services available include artificial climbing structures, holds and
accessories together with maintenance, training and route-setting services, providing comprehensive support
for customers with their projects.
As a partner to the IFSC (International Federation of Sport Climbing), EP is committed to playing an active role
in developing climbing for all.

